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The specific steps for creating wealth from the master himself.
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I just picked up a copy of Creating Wealth earlier today after having bought other books by the

author like Multiple Streams of Income and The 1-Minute Millionaire.In chapter 1 "We were

programmed to fail from the moment we were born" Allen discusses 9 major misconceptions about

money and why it prevents us from becoming successful. Interesting is that number 1

misconception is "Having a job is good and leads ultimately to wealth." That was originally written

back in the 80's and certaintly no one will argue that having a job will lead to wealth is an incredible

misconeception.Another misconception that Allen covers is "Saving your money is a good

investment." Is there anyone who really thinks that a savings account is an investment? Only those

who are broke.In chapter 2 Allen shows us "How to develop a wealthy mindset." This chapter

includes Allens 5 steps some are familiar like affirmations, goal setting and a 30-second commercial

(from Dr. Schwartz's book)Chapter 3 "A fool and his money are soon parted." Allen offers his 7

wealth principles and where to put your money.In chapter 4 "Launching yourself into financial self

reliance", ALLEN outlines the three stages to wealth building;1) The Pre-launch Stage2) The liftoff

or struggling stage3) The Powerful pre orbit stageIn this section Allen discusses what to do if the

economy goes bad. Where to put your money and what to do with your real estate holdings.In

chapter 5, Allen introduces the fourth stage to wealth--"the Automatic Pilot Principle." Allen then

covers strategies for this fourth stage of wealth.



who has done it!Creating Wealth was written back in the mid 1980's, interestingly enough, a time

when the economy was very similiar to the current economy, a time when a strong republican was

in office and a time when tax cuts and other powerful strategies were being introduced by the

administration that was in charge at that time.However, Creating Wealth is a good book for anytime.

It offers timeless advice by Robert G. Allen, a man who has helped create more millionaires and

financially successful people than anyone in history.In this book by Robert Allen, a followup to

Nothing Down which was at that time a national best seller and stillselling very well today, 23 years

later, you will learn how to create a wealth building program tailored to your own individual needs.In

Creating Wealth, Allen explains the fundamental ideas and principles which made him a

multimillionaire before he was thrity-five.His surprisingly simple---and effective strategies can help

any investor amass and maintain a fortune starting with little or even no money, yes, even in todays

volatile financial climate.The first step to becoming wealthly, Allen tells us, is to stop thinking poor.

He shows how most of us have been programmed to think that only saving is good, debt and risk

taking is bad, and that in our efforts to gain security we disqualify ourselves from ever making a

substantial amount of money.By developing the "wealthy mindset" as explained by Allen, you can

launch yourself into financial self reliance. Robert Allen's practical and innovative investment advice,

combined with a realistic set of goals and values along with a firm committment to getting ahead,

can help you achieve a level of success you never dreamed was possible.
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